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This volume is the first to bring together music scholars working on Baltic topics from throughout Europe, North America,
and the Middle East for the purpose of exploring the impact of Nazi and Soviet occupation (1940-91) and the restoration
of republican independence upon the production of musicological knowledge in and about the Baltic States of Lithuania,
Latvia, and Estonia. Its collected essays sketch, for the first time, post-Soviet histories of the sociological dimensions of
music study in the region, and examine methodological and ethical problems raised by music scholarship. They shed
new light on such topics as the advent of Lithuanian musical modernism, the ecumenicity of Christian musics in Estonia,
and the effects of Soviet nationalities policy upon the Latvian musicological discourse. Together, they confront those
aspects of Baltic music study that still bear the marks of the Nazi and Soviet experience, and they suggest ways in which
the turbulent cultural and political histories of the region might be negotiated by scholars presently active in the field. This
book was published as a special issue of the Journal of Baltic Studies.
The Power In/Of Language features a collection of essays that analyse the ways in which language is utilized in
contemporary education revealing its deeply entrenched power relationships. Features essays grounded in theoretical
rigor that offer critical insights into contemporary educational practice Provides educators with fresh new perspectives on
language in education Based on the latest research data
A basic textbook addressed to medical and public health students, clinicians, health professionals, and all others seeking
to understand the principles and methods used in cancer epidemiology. Written by a prominent epidemiologist and
experienced teacher at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, the text aims to help readers become
competent in the use of basic epidemiological tools and capable of exercising critical judgment when assessing results
reported by others. Throughout the text, a lively writing style and numerous illustrative examples, often using real
research data, facilitate an easy understanding of basic concepts and methods. Information ranges from an entertaining
account of the origins of epidemiology, through advice on how to overcome some of the limitations of survival analysis, to
a checklist of questions to ask when considering sources of bias. Although statistical concepts and formulae are
presented, the emphasis is consistently on the interpretation of the data rather than on the actual calculations. The text
has 18 chapters. The first six introduce the basic principles of epidemiology and statistics. Chapters 7-13 deal in more
depth with each of the study designs and interpretation of their findings. Two chapters, concerned with the problems of
confounding and study size, cover more complex statistical concepts and are included for advanced study. A chapter on
methodological issues in cancer prevention gives examples of epidemiology's contribution to primary prevention,
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screening and other activities for early detection, and tertiary prevention. The concluding chapters review the role of
cancer registries and discuss practical considerations that should be taken into account in the design, planning, and
conduct of any type of epidemiological research.
England has been torn apart by Civil War. Plots and intrigues abound - but it is the struggle between two powerful spies
which will decide the eventual fate of a nation. It is 1648 and Britain is at war with itself. The Royalists are defeated but
Parliament is in turmoil, its power weakened by internal discord. Royalism's last hope is Sir Mortimer Shay, a ruthless
veteran of decades of intrigue who must rebuild a credible threat to Cromwell's rule, whatever the cost. John Thurloe is a
young official in Cromwell's service. Confronted by the extent of the Royalists' secret intelligence network, he will have to
fight the true power reaching into every corner of society: the Comptrollerate-General for Scrutiny and Survey.
First 101 WordsA Highlights Hide-and-Seek Book with FlapsHighlights Press
The women of the Potluck Club have decided on a bold move. They're launching a catering business that's a lot like
them: saucy, spicy, and well-seasoned. But will personal secrets cause the business to crumble before it gets off the
ground? As the women focus on their new venture they will have to deal with a steamy past that threatens a marriage,
the scalding truth about those they thought they knew, and the outrageous situations that come out of an
unexpected--and revealing--trip back home. Readers will be delighted to see that the ladies of Summit View, Colorado,
haven't left the kitchen--they've merely turned up the heat on their most delectable adventure to date.
American Episcopalians have long prided themselves on their love of consensus and their position as the church of
American elites. They have, in the process, often forgotten that during the nineteenth century their church was racked by
a divisive struggle that threatened to tear apart the very fabric of the Episcopal Church. On one side of this struggle was
a powerful and aggressive Evangelical party who hoped to make the Episcopal Church into the democratic head of "the
sisterhood of Evangelical Churches" in America; on the other side was the Oxford Movement, equally powerful and
aggressive but committed to a range of Romantic principles which celebrated disillusion and disgust with evangelicalism
and democracy alike.. The resulting conflict--over theology, liturgy, and, above all, culture--led to the schism of 1873, in
which many Evangelicals left the church to form the Reformed Episcopal Church. For the Union of Evangelical
Christendom tells this largely forgotten story using the case of the Reformed Episcopalians to open up the ironic anatomy
of American religion at the turn of the century. Today, as the Episcopal Church once again finds itself enmeshed in
cultural and religious crisis, the remembrance of a similar crisis a century ago brings an eerily prophetic ring to this
remarkable work of cultural and religious history.
Welcome to the world of the Apple iPad Air! The slim, elegant device in your hands has revolutionized personal
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computing and introduced entirely new ways of seeking, consuming and sharing content. iPad is also incredibly intuitive –
with a handful of buttons and a few gestures, you'll gain access to a world of information, music, video, games,
connectivity, productivity and more. In other words, you're in for a tasty technological treat. If you're new to iDevices
(iPhone, iPod, iPad), or if you're new to mobile computing altogether, this guide will help you get the most out of your new
iPad Air and iOS 7. Even if you've used older versions of iPad or iOS, you'll find plenty of new ways to learn, work, play
and share with your new iPad running iOS 7. We'll show you how to set up and customize your iPad, use all of the
preinstalled apps like an expert, keep your iPad healthy and happy, and discover some of the best free and nearly free
third party apps available in the Apple App Store. Along the way, we'll give you plenty of easy-to-follow instructions,
screenshots, tips and tricks that will have you tapping, swiping, syncing and sharing like a pro in no time!This book
contains the same content as our iOS 7 guide, but also includes additional content on how to use your iPad as a
workstation and the best paid and free business apps.
The fifth book in Stacia Kane’s gripping and gritty DOWNSIDE GHOSTS urban fantasy series, perfect for fans of Charlaine Harris,
Laurell K. Hamilton and Kim Harrison.
Describes the feelings of futility that may overtake one in the midst of an active, successful life, and suggests ways to use the
experience to find God and deepen one's spiritual life
An intimate portrait of holiness as exemplified in the lives and thoughts of ten people of faith in the Eastern Orthodox Church. The
author introduces readers to a diverse and unusual group of men and women who strove to put the Gospel of Christ into action in
their lives.
This oversized lift-the-flap board book of a child's first 101 words has big, clearly labeled photos of objects in a baby and toddler's
world with an interactive puzzle activity on each spread. Identifying words and their meanings is an important foundational step in
language development for babies and toddlers, and Highlights brings Fun with a Purpose® into this essential learning. Babies will
love looking at and naming the photos in this sturdy book, while toddlers and parents will enjoy the lift-the-flap questions and
answers that help them find the cute red bird hidden on each spread.
A book written by a leading expert on the Grunfeld defense.
Interviews describe ghetto life
Previously published as part of Business Class. Effective networking and business etiquette require study and practice before they
becomes second nature but both are powerful, practical, and profitable skills you can use when it most counts to get a job, keep a
job, or succeed on the job. It is a set of rules and guidelines that makes your professional relationships more harmonious,
productive, manageable, and meaningful. International etiquette expert Jacqueline Whitmore provides solid tips and tactics you
can implement immediately for making good business connections—and keeping them—gleaned from the experience of a multitude
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of successful CEOs and top managers including.
There’s something in the earth deep below Elise Kavanagh’s territory. A shadow is falling upon local demons to devour their flesh
and harvest their souls. And it’s coming for Elise next. The Union has an easy way out. They want to send Elise into hiding again
with her former partner, James Faulkner. All she has to do is surrender the territory and trust that they can protect the ethereal
ruins, the dark gate, and the city she’s come to know as home. Greater powers have other plans for Elise and her fabled power as
Godslayer–plans that mean surrendering her life and blood to the most powerful demon alive. But if she descends, there’s no
turning back. Once she gazes into the abyss, it will gaze back into her…and Elise will be damned forever.
The perfect match of content and format: Craft supplies, a full-color how-to book and nobody-else-but-Klutz creativity, all packed in
a sturdy, re-usable plastic jar with a screw-top lid and a rope handle. The whole package is incredibly bright, cheerful, easy to
stack and display, and completely shopwear-proof.Start with an empty Klutz Bucket. Fill with wooden animal shapes. Add eight
acrylic craft paints, one brush, a fine point black marker and a 40-page Klutz book of full-color, paint-this-critter inspiration. And
then, right at the end, toss in a good supply of wiggle eyes. End result? A zoo in a bucket. With it you can paint 24 wooden die-cut
blanks into things like Technicolor tigers or polka-dotted pandas, paying absolutely no attention whatsoever to the way they're
actually supposed to look.
Grubacic's remarkable collection of essays, commentaries and interviews, written between 2002 and 2010, chronicles the political
experiences of the author himself, who is both a man without a country (as a Yugoslav) and a man without a state (as an
Anarchist). In particular, he focuses on the ironies and implications of the now fashionable term 'balkanisation' - the fragmentation,
division and foreign intervention with which politicians in the Balkans have struggled for centuries and for which the region has
now, ironically, become famous.
"This account of photography and cinema shows how the two media are not separate but in fact have influenced each other since
their inception. David Campany explores photographers on screen, photographic and filmic stillness, photographs in film, the
influence of photography on cinema, and the photographer as a filmmaker"--OCLC
A collection of 300 multiple-choice questions which are divided into subject chapters corresponding with those in General and
Systematic Pathology, a complementary text. However, full explanatory answers are supplied so that this book may be used with
any pathology textbook. The questions take the form of a stem with five branches which must be marked true or false. This is the
most commonly used system of questions in British medical schools and is usually scored as +1 for a correct response and zero
for no response.
This is the final volume in Beyond the Basics series, aimed at chess players who want to build their skills on solid foundations
Yusupov guides the reader towards a higher level of chess understanding using carefully selected positions and advice. This new
understanding is then tested by a series of puzzles.
The sequel to the acclaimed novel Shinju again features detective Sano Ichiro as he trails a serial killer stalking feudal Japan. In
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1689, an all-powerful shogun controls the state, surrounded by bitter machinations and political intrigues. When an ancient
tradition suddenly and brutally reappears, Sano risks everything to bring the killer to justice. “Bundori is terrific. . . . So good you
won’t want to put it down, even to get off a plane. . . . [Laura Joh] Rowland hits her stride as a writer who can deal equally well
with the pacing of plot and the nuances of character development. . . . Rowland clearly knows how to build suspense and action, a
talent that she demonstrates with great skill.”—New Orleans Times-Picayune “Bundori is one of those mysteries in which the itch to
find out whodunit recedes before the pleasure of prowling through a different world.”—Washington Post Book World “Sano may
carry a sword and wear a kimono, but you’ll immediately recognize him as an ancestor of Philip Marlowe or Sam Spade.”—Denver
Post “A colorful pictorial style that conveys . . . excitement and . . . danger.”—The New York Times Book Review
Established ion chromatography techniques have changed little since the 1980s but a new technique, high performance chelation
ion chromatography (HPCIC), has revolutionized the area. HPCIC enables a much greater range of complex samples to be
analyzed and this is the first comprehensive description of its use in the trace determination of metals. Written by world leaders in
the field, it is aimed at professionals, postgraduates, chromatographers, analytical chemists, and industrial chemists. The book
describes the underlying principles which give rise to the special selectivities that can be chosen for separating specific groups of
metals. It also covers the latest research and gives many examples of its application to real samples. The very latest
developments in detection techniques are included showing that HPCIC can rival atomic spectroscopic techniques such as ICPMS. The detailed description of the fundamental principles controlling the separation of trace metals using chelating substrates is
unique to this book. It shows how HPCIC differs from the commonly used simple ion exchange techniques and how these
chelation characteristics give rise to a much more useful and versatile metal separation system. Readers will also be interested in
the analysis of extremely difficult matrices, such as saturated brines, easily achieved by HPCIC but requiring very complex multi
column systems using other ion chromatography methods.
Presents exercises illustrating a variety of simple checkmate sequences and explaining the concepts leading to more complex
moves
Grandmaster and renowned chess teacher Johan Hellsten provides an essential foundation of opening strategy and an abundance of
carefully selected exercises so that readers can monitor their progress.
Tactics Time 2 presents 1001 fresh and instructive positions that Tim and Anthea have assembled from real amateur chess games, leaving
you able to spot relatively simple patterns like a knight fork, an overloaded piece or a weak back rank.
Jonathan Rowson, author of the highly acclaimed Seven Deadly Chess Sins, investigates three questions important to all chess-players: 1)
Why is it so difficult, especially for adult players, to improve? 2) What kinds of mental attitudes are needed to find good moves in different
phases of the game? 3) Is White's alleged first-move advantage a myth, and does it make a difference whether you are playing Black or
White? In a strikingly original work, Rowson makes use of his academic background in philosophy and psychology to answer these questions
in an entertaining and instructive way. This book assists all players in their efforts to improve, and provides fresh insights into the opening and
early middlegame. Rowson presents many new ideas on how Black should best combat White's early initiative, and make use of the extra
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information that he gains as a result of moving second. For instance, he shows that in some cases a situation he calls 'Zugzwang Lite' can
arise, where White finds himself lacking any constructive moves. He also takes a close look at the theories of two players who, in differing
styles, have specialized in championing Black's cause: Mihai Suba and Andras Adorjan. Readers are also equipped with a 'mental toolkit' that
will enable them to handle many typical over-the-board situations with greater success, and avoid a variety of psychological pitfalls. Chess for
Zebras offers fresh insights into human idiosyncrasies in all phases of the game. The depth and breadth of this book will therefore help
players to appreciate chess at a more profound level, and make steps towards sustained and significant improvement.
'I'm just a cosmic yob, I suppose.' 'I change every day. I'm not outrageous. I'm David Bowie.' 'I'm an instant star. Just add water and stir.'
Genre-hopping, gender-bending: Bowie has never been afraid to push the boundaries. Whether masquerading as an alien, a spaceman or a
goblin king, this rock 'n' roll hero was a true visionary. The death of the Man Who Fell to Earth shook fans around the world, but his influence
lives on. Pocket Bowie Wisdomis full of insights into music, identity, fame, style, love and creativity from one of the most pioneering musicians
of all time. This collection of quotes makes a perfect gift for the Bowie fan in your life.
A YALSA 2015 Best Fiction for Young Adults Pick In Kat Spears's hilarious and often poignant debut, high school senior Jesse Alderman, or
"Sway," as he's known, could sell hell to a bishop. He also specializes in getting things people want---term papers, a date with the prom
queen, fake IDs. He has few close friends and he never EVER lets emotions get in the way. For Jesse, life is simply a series of business
transactions. But when Ken Foster, captain of the football team, leading candidate for homecoming king, and all-around jerk, hires Jesse to
help him win the heart of the angelic Bridget Smalley, Jesse finds himself feeling all sorts of things. While following Bridget and learning the
intimate details of her life, he falls helplessly in love for the very first time. He also finds himself in an accidental friendship with Bridget's
belligerent and self-pitying younger brother who has cerebral palsy. Suddenly, Jesse is visiting old folks at a nursing home in order to run into
Bridget, and offering his time to help the less fortunate, all the while developing a bond with this young man who idolizes him. Could the tin
man really have a heart after all? A Cyrano de Bergerac story with a modern twist, Sway is told from Jesse's point of view with unapologetic
truth and biting humor, his observations about the world around him untempered by empathy or compassion---until Bridget's presence in his
life forces him to confront his quiet devastation over a life-changing event a year earlier and maybe, just maybe, feel something again.
Tips rule! Have you ever noticed that in just about every Mac book, the author will include a couple of tips in each chapter (you'll usually find
them in the sidebar, or at the bottom of the page in a tinted box). Sometimes it's a shortcut, a faster way to do something, or a clever
workaround that just makes your life easier. People really love those tips, but there's only one problem--there's never enough of them. That's
why Scott Kelby, bestselling author and Editor-in-Chief of Mac Design magazine came up with the idea to create a book that¿s nothing but
¿sidebar¿ tips. That's right--this entire book, cover-to-cover is packed with nothing but those cool inside secrets, slick workarounds,
undocumented shortcuts, and sneaky little tricks that will make you faster, better, and have more fun using Mac OS 10.4 (Tiger). Nothing but
the tips! You're not going to find complicated descriptions on how to configure a network, how to partition a hard drive, or lines and lines of
scary-looking UNIX code--instead this book is nothing but cool tips--and it's all written in Scott's casual, plain English style so you can start
using these tips today. Plus, this book does the standard "sidebar tip" one better by including a clear screen capture with nearly every tip, so
you can see exactly how it's all done. Not just tips. Killer tips! To be in this book, every tip has got to be a "Killer Tip" (the kind of tip that
makes you nod and smile, then call all your Mac buddies to tune them up with your new-found power). Scott¿s a total "hip hound" (in fact, it
was Scott who created the entire smash-bestselling "Killer Tips" book series), and he doesn't hold anything back--it's all here from the man
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who literally "wrote the book" on cool productivity tips. If you like doing things the easy way, if you like getting twice the work done in half the
time, and if you get a kick out of knowing all the "inside secrets and undocumented shortcuts" that will wow your friends and coworkers,
you're absolutely going to love this book.
The Best Move is a collection of very hard chess problems based on actual grandmaster games. The reader is asked who has the advantage
and why. Points are awarded not only for getting the answer right but for seeing deeply into the position. These problems are based primarily
on the games of grandmasters Hort and Jansa. This book was later translated into German with some changes in the diagrams and
published in 1982-1984.
"A British champion discusses the most common causes of disaster in chess"--Cover.

In this enlarged edition of a modern classic (first published in 1991) on the battle of chess ideas, grandmaster Mihai Suba
developed the concept of ?dynamic potential? in modern chess strategy. In improving your position on the board the old strategy
principles often lead to conflicting conclusions. Suba takes another view on the meaning of, for example, ?bad positions? and
?quiet moves?, and uses a light touch to explain his ideas. With many entertaining and instructive examples the author explores
?the accumulation of potential? as the modern way to get the advantage. A thought-provoking and yet very practical guide.
The March 2018 British National Formulary (BNF 75) is your essential reference book for prescribing, dispensing, and
administering medicines.
Forensic anthropologists need this book to provide quick access to information pertinent to procedures involved in human
identification, especially of the sort not easily consigned to memory. This is a reference guide for the professional forensic
anthropologist to utilize in the field, presupposing an expert knowledge of human skeletal and dental anatomy. This manual is
divided into the four most fudamen-tal areas of human identification: ethnic affiliation, attribution of sex and estimations of age and
stature. Because many new techniques and modifications have been developed since this field guide was first published in 1987, it
is appropriate to bring it up-to-date, incorporating these new advances into this revised edition. Among these most important
changes are: (1) Cranial and post-cranial discriminant function coefficients for determining ethnic affiliation and sex, generated
from measurements taken on individuals represented in the Forensic Data Bank at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville coefficients more applicable to modern individuals than those developed from older anatomical collections. (2) Substitution of the
Suchey-Brooks method for the Gilbert McKern method for age determination by pubic symphysis maturation, especially because
the forrmer appears to be more accurate for females. (3) Inclusion of age estimates for males and females by sternal rib
metamorphosis which allows estimates to be made on individuals older than allowed for by pubic symphysis maturation. These
and other additions, including new corrections for age in estimating stature in older adults, makes this second edition much more
useful during human identification.
OGT Exit Level Reading Workbook prepares students for the reading portion of the Ohio Graduation Test. Samples from similar
tests provide plenty of practice and students learn to take multiple choice tests on their comprehension of what they read. Students
learn to evaluate their own short answers to targeted questions, and learn from other students' responses to similar questions.
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This book is suitable for students in all states who need to take a reading exam for graduation or course completion.
The PA of Acupuncture provides the reader with a brief overview of the history of acupuncture in China and Europe, it describes
the underlying principles of Chinese medicine and how it differs from Western medicine, and it looks at the way Western medicine
attempts to explain the effects achieved by acupuncture therapy. The main focus of this book is the presentation of the 361 classic
acupuncture points giving details of their locations, the way they are classified, their actions and indications, as well as the
needling techniques to be used. On the pages facing the descriptions, there are precise anatomical drawings showing the paths of
the channels and the points located on them.
As renowned Dr. Bennett Sykes, along with an elite society called the Epicureans, prepares to partake in an ancient ritual of eating
human flesh to renew his soul, young Susie begins having visions of this madman and fears for the lives of those she loves.
Original.
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